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supper, a. mug of pemmican with biscuits and butter. I never tired
of this and always looked forward to it. We must have used much
less than the 34 oz. per day of our schedule.
There were two radio sets. The main set transmitted on wave-
lengths of 20 to 80 metres and on 600 metres. The transmitter with
100 watts output was worked by a generator coupled directly to the
engine; the antenna was of the trailing-wire pattern. Until it broke
down this set transmitted successfully to the Wytttt Earp. To
energise the transmitter when the plane was not in flight we had
a portable petrol engine generator of 300 watts.
The sledging radio set could transmit and receive over a wave-
length of 30 to too metres. For transmitting it was operated
with a i5-watt generator, turned by hand or driven by a foot-
treadle. It seemed unreasonable to suppose that all these means
should foil, but in fact we did fail to keep in touch with either
the ship or civilisation.
Radio equipment should be mounted so that it can be easily dis-
mounted and taken apart, and nothing should be soldered which
can be secured by other methods. Our principal radio set broke
down apparently by a connection shaking loose, but the fault was
never quite established, for the set was not properly accessible.
I myself wore, during the flight, camel-hair underclothing and
socks, fleece-lined socks, moose-skin moccasins, woollen breeches,
squirrel-skin parka, reindeer-skin parka, chamois face-mask, silk
gloves, woollen gloves, dog-skin mittens, woollen cap, and snow-
Hollick-Kenyon's outfit varied from this by an additional pair of
socks, trousers instead of breeches, canvas rubber-soled boots with
in-soles instead of moccasins, only one parka, an additional leather
flying-cap with ear-phones, and another pair of woollen gloves
instead of silk.

